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Problem
Given a pair of 3D point clouds, predict 

the scene flow between them without any 

labels. 

Image taken from [1].

Overview of our loss function for a single bounding box. Terms in blue blocks are optimizable scene flow parameters. b: bounding box parameters, T: bounding 

box’s rigid transformation, Tego: ego-motion transformation, c: box’s confidence score, and the plot refers to our differentiable bounding box approximation. From 

P1, we differentiably select the points inside the bounding box and transform them using T and Tego. Then we compute the nearest neighbor distance (NND) 

between the two transformed point sets and P2. Lastly, we weigh the two NNDs by c and 1−c respectively and sum them to compute the loss. Our total loss is the 

sum of per box losses in addition to shape, heading, angle, and mass auxiliary losses. 

Visualizations of non-differentiable vs differentiable bounding 

boxes in 1 and 3 dimensions: (a) non-differentiable 1D bounding 

line; (b) differentiable 1D bounding line; (c) non-differentiable 

3D bounding box; (d) differentiable 3D bounding box.

Background
• Self-supervised scene flow from point clouds

• Minimize NND over pointwise motion vectors

• Smoothness and geometry regularization, cycle consistency

• Optimization based approaches

• Neural Scene Flow Prior [2] trains a DNN for each scene, 

using it as an implicit regularizer

Image taken from [3]

Scene Flow Parameters

Inference
Post processing: prune empty boxes, non-maximum 

suppression, assign points to objects

Scene flow:

Approach
Observation: scenes are comprised of independently moving rigid 

objects

Instead of pointwise vectors, we parameterize scene flow at the 

object level and parameterize objects as bounding boxes

• Lower dimension optimization space

• Constrains scene flow to be physically coherent

• Solve for parameters by optimizing them over the NND with 

gradient methods

Differentiable Bounding Boxes
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Results

Visualization of scene flow predictions for our method, NSFP, and the PointPWCNet loss 

function under direct optimization on a scene in KITTI. Color indicates the EPE3D of the 

prediction, with red indicating high error and purple indicating low error. For StereoKITTI, 

the colorscale ranges from 0-0.5 m error, while for LidarKITTI, it ranges from 0-1 m. 

Visualizations

Conclusion
We propose a novel method for optimizing object-level rigid scene flow without labels. 

Our method achieves state-of-the-art accuracy by constraining the scene flow to be 

physically consistent, and it simultaneously detects moving objects and computes ego-

motion without any labels.


